Presentation of AS Elections Results 2017

Voter Turnout
Number of eligible voters 13,571
Total Votes Cast 2,198
Voter Turnout (%) 16.2%

Alternative Transportation Fee Referendum
Yes 1,886 94%
No 130 6%

ASWWU Proposed Restructure Referendum
Yes 1,748 95%
No 88 5%

RESULTS FOR 2017 AS GENERAL ELECTIONS

Candidates:
VP for Academic Affairs
Hunter Eider
Round 1
Hunter Eider - 953
Julianna Jackson - 786

VP for Business & Operations
Alex LaVallee
Round 1
Alex LaVallee-1700

VP for Student Life
Annie Gordon
Round 1
Fallon Acosta - 402
Annie Gordon - 878
Courtney Manz - 509
Round 2
Fallon Acosta - 0
Annie Gordon -1044
Courtney Manz - 706

VP for Diversity
Erick Yanzon
Round 1
Erick Yanzon -1005
Marquis King Mason - 890

VP for Governmental Affairs
Ana Ramirez
Round 1
Ana Ramirez - 935
Leanna Sauerlender - 919

President
Simrun Chhabra
Round 1
Simrun Chhabra -1114
Sterling Rettke -199
Mary Moeller - 674

VP for Activities
Julia Rutledge
Round 1
Julia Rutledge -1625

Referenda:
Proposed ASWWU Restructure and New Constitution
Yes
Round 1
Yes -1748
No -88

AS Transportation Fee Renewal
Yes
Round 1
Yes -1886
No -130
Financial Disclosure: Amount Spent

Hunter Eider: $25.80
Ana Ramirez: $66.06
Leanna Sauerlender: $121.38
Erick Yanzon: $51.94
Annie Gordon: $137.32
Marquis Mason: $39.10
Sterling Rettke: $132.78
Julia Rutledge: $38.19
Juliana Jackson: $97.69
Mary Moeller: $147.16
Simrun Chhabra: $99.21
Fallon Acosta: $82.88
Courtney Manz: $118.89
Alex Lavallee: $0
New Constitution Referenda: $0
Transportation Fee Referenda: $0

Iris Hubbard (dropped out of race): $37.35